Humanities Without Walls at Marquette (HWW)
2022 Grand Research Challenge Grant
Seed Grant Call for Proposals

Application Deadline: May 2, 2022
Award Amount Range: $3000 - $4500
PI Eligibility: Tenure line faculty in the humanities or humanistic social sciences
Seed grant timeline: Summer 2022
How to Submit: Please submit your proposals to HWW@marquette.edu
Humanities Without Walls: The Grand Research Challenge (GRC) Initiative:
What does humanities collaboration look like when it is multi-sited as well as interdisciplinary:
when scholars from a variety of institutions and communities come together to partner not just in
discrete research projects, but in the broader context of rethinking the direction of humanities
research and education as well? And what can humanities research and practice do to turn our
attention to the most compelling and urgent questions of our time—global displacement, police
violence, water and food justice, multiracial community-building, racial disparities in health,
indigenous art and activism— so that scholars move continuously across that porous boundary
between the academic and the world? How, in short, can we design a humanities ecosystem that
is truly “without walls?” The full GRC grant applications are due to HWW on November 15,
2022, Midnight, CST
Please see the attached link for detailed abstracts of the five funded GRC grants in 2021:
https://bit.ly/3KnnlGq
HWW GRC Seed Grants at Marquette University:
The Humanities Without Walls PI team at Marquette along with the Center for the Advancement
of the Humanities and the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs are pleased to announce
the second seed grant opportunity for Marquette faculty interested in applying for the HWW
Grand Research Challenge grants. We can support faculty grant writing during the summer of
2022 in advance of final GRC team proposal submissions to HWW in November 2022. The seed
grant proposals are due to HWW@marquette.edu on Monday, May 2.
Please note, applying for the full HWW GRC grants is not contingent upon receipt of a
Marquette seed grant. Any faculty member at Marquette can apply for a seed grant and/or the
full HWW GRC grants. These seed grants are intended to help provide assistance to faculty over
the summer months as you develop your proposals.

HWW Seed Grant Participation Requirements:
To be eligible to receive a HWW at Marquette Seed Grant, faculty must submit the following
items:
An abstract of no more than 1000 words describing your GRC grant idea detailing the following
elements:
• Grant proposal topic
• Potential collaborators who’ll participate on your grant team
• Statement of methods emphasizing reciprocity and redistribution to include a
budget sketch demonstrating the project’s affirmation of these research principles
• Prospective alternative grant funders for your project
If you have any additional questions or concerns regarding the HWW at Marquette Seed Grants,
please do not hesitate to contact Maggie Nettesheim Hoffmann at margaret.nettesheimhoffmann@marquette.edu.

